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Abstract. Inference control aims at disabling a participant to gain a piece of
information to be kept confidential. Considering a provider-client architecture for
information systems, we present transaction-based protocols for provider-client
interactions and prove that the incorporated inference control performed by the
provider is effective indeed. The interactions include the provider answering a
client’s query and processing update requests of two forms. Such a request is
either initiated by the provider and thus possibly to be forwarded to clients in
order to refresh their views, or initiated by a client according to his view and thus
to be translated to the repository maintained by the provider.

1 Introduction and Survey
A service provider maintaining an application of an information system supports his
clients to share and communicate information. Basically, sharing information is accomplished by keeping available (semi-)structured data in a repository in a persistent and
integrity enforcing way, and communicating information is the result of various interactions between the provider and his clients, including the provider answering a client’s
query, the provider processing a client’s update request, and the provider informing
a client about an update performed. Accordingly, the service provider acts as a mediator between the clients, and there are no direct interactions between the clients. In
this work, we study a particular version of this general scenario including a particular
security aspect, as outlined in the following.
Regarding availability, different clients might have different information needs and,
complementarily, regarding confidentiality, the provider might not want to allow each
individual client to share all the information. According to the mediation architecture,
any restriction of the information flow between two clients has to be enforced by controlling the provider-client interactions.
In order to restrict information flows, at the site of the mediating provider some control component has to decide about whether and to which extent – or with which modifications – a requested interaction should be actually executed. Any such decision must
be based on two complementary policies that are suitably declared in advance: For each
client, a confidentiality policy states which information that client should never be able
to gain, and an availability policy states which information should be supplied to that
client on demand. Clearly, the two policies must be conflict-free, i.e., no piece of information is both prohibited and permitted, and the two policies should be complete, i.e.,
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for each called interaction and the pieces of information involved, a definitive decision
can be obtained.
Unfortunately, regulating plain access to data is not sufficient to control the gain
of information. Additionally, the control component has to take into consideration the
potential inferences a client can derive from observing any aspect of the system’s behavior over the time [19,23,10]. This behavior includes query responses, notifications
of enforcing integrity constraints and control decisions. Moreover, the client’s inferences could additionally exploit a priori knowledge, which might range from public
knowledge, like the schema with the integrity constraints declared for the information
system, to the client’s specific experience. Accordingly, the control component must be
based on an appropriate assumption about a client’s a priori knowledge.
Within the context sketched above, we deal with the problem of policy-based inference control of interactions in an information system in three ways:
– We specify the requirements in detail, including a formal specification of the goal
of inference-proofness in terms of indistinguishability.
– Exemplarily considering a specific instantiation of the given context, we propose
control protocols for the basic interactions of querying and updating.
– We formally outline a verification of these control protocols w.r.t. the requirements.
We substantially extend previous work on controlled query evaluation [39,14,3,4,5,6,8],
which assumes a static information system, never updated after its initialization. Moreover, our results identify inference control as an important feature of view updating and
view refreshing [2,18,30,27,13], and they complement the rich literature on mandatory
control of information systems with polyinstantiation [20,31,28,37,16,17,41] by investigating a discretionary, policy-based control mode. The main general insight supplied
and the most important results presented can be summarized as follows:
– A provider can effectively control the basic interactions of querying and updating
including enforcing integrity constraints in an inference-proof way, i.e., such that
any forbidden information gain by his clients is provably impossible.
– Applying an inference-proof protocol for view refreshing, a provider can support a
client who maintains a local view by recalling all query answers and needs to get
informed about updates.
– Applying an inference-proof protocol for view updating, a provider can support a
client who both issues queries and modifies data held by the provider.
– Both protocols are designed to handle transactions, i.e., atomically treated sequences of update requests, and thus inference-proof interactions are compatible
with advanced enforcement of integrity constraints.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we further describe
the context already sketched and explain the inference problems involved in some more
detail. In Section 3, we introduce a formal model for our investigations, present the
requirements and recall a known result on controlled query evaluation. In Section 4, we
propose a protocol for processing provider updates requests and view refreshing, and
in Section 5 a protocol for processing view update requests. In the respective sections,
both protocols are proved to satisfy the requirements. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss
related work, comment on the achievements and suggest some lines of further research.
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2 Scenario and Problem Statement
We distinguish between (syntactically given) data and the (semantically interpreted)
information denoted by such data. Given a meaning of information, we can also speak
about logical implications between pieces of information. To keep a piece of information confidential to a client, it is necessary that this piece is not logically implied by
the information available to that client. Accordingly, given a confidentiality policy as
a set of sentences, a provider has to enforce an invariant expressing that the current
information of a client does not logically imply that any of those sentences holds. However, we consider it harmless that a client obtains the information that such a sentence
does not hold. Seeing the primary goal of an information system to support the sharing
of information, we treat confidentiality requirements as an exception from the rule of
guaranteeing availability as far as possible. Accordingly, whereas we specify the confidentiality policy extensionally by explicitly enumerating the respective sentences (as
the “exceptions”), we express the complementary availability policy intensionally just
by requiring that the holding of any other information should be correctly communicated unless a distortion is actually needed for preventing a violation of confidentiality.
At the beginning, the provider has to postulate the pertinent invariant as a precondition about the information available to that client. In general, the a priori knowledge of
a client includes the integrity constraints of the schema. Before returning an answer to
any query issued by that client, the provider has to censor the correct answer whether it
would violate the invariant given the current information available to the client. Thus,
maintaining a log file for each of the clients, the provider has to consider both the
client’s (postulated) a priori knowledge and all the information the client obtained from
previous interactions since the beginning. If the provider detects that a violation of the
invariant would arise, basically, he has two options to react: Either he notifies the client
that he refuses to deal with the query or, without notification of course, he returns an
answer where the correct truth value is switched, a lie for short. In this paper, we exemplarily deal with lies; thus, in order to avoid running into a “hopeless situation” in
the future, the invariant must be strengthened such that the client’s current information of a client does not logically imply that the disjunction of of all sentences to be
kept confidential holds. The overall approach leads to a behavior of “last minute distortions” and, consequently, the dependence of the returned answers from the submission
sequence.
The basic arguments regarding answers to queries also apply to any reaction that a
provider shows to a client in whatever kind of interaction. In this paper, we will study
two kinds of update processing, aiming to identify sufficient conditions to block any
forbidden gain of information. The central issue of any update processing is maintaining the integrity constraints declared: Inductively assuming that the integrity constraints
are valid for the current instance, after completely processing an update request, the integrity constraints should be valid again for the new instance. If the update request is
compatible with the integrity constraints, we actually get a modified instance; otherwise, in case of incompatibility, the current instance is left unchanged. In both cases,
the requester is notified accordingly. Similar to answers to queries, such a notification
conveys information, and thus it has to be controlled regarding options for forbidden
inferences.
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Notifying an accepted update request needs care. For example, we let the client request to set the truth value of the sentence “Mr X suffers from aids” to true, while
we consider the sentence “Mr X suffers from aids or Mr X suffers from cancer” as
an integrity constraint. If the provider notifies the client that the truth value has been
changed indeed, then the client receives the information that previously the truth value
of the sentence “Mr X suffers from aids” was false and thus, according to the constraint,
“Mr X suffers from cancer” must have been and still is true. Hence, this update request
partially includes the query whether “Mr X suffers from cancer” as a side effect. Another example indicates that notifying a rejected update might be crucial, too. Again,
we let the client request to set the truth value of the sentence “Mr X suffers from aids”
to true, but we now consider the sentence “Mr X does not suffer from aids or Mr X does
not suffer from cancer” as integrity constraint. If the provider notifies the client that the
request failed due to a violation of the integrity constraint, then the client receives the
information that “Mr X suffers from cancer” must have been and still is true. Hence, this
update request again partially includes a query, and thus must be treated accordingly.
In a first kind of processing updates, the requesting agent is the provider himself. If
the update succeeds and the new instance differs from the previous one, then, in principle, the provider should inform all his clients accordingly. For, in our context, the clients
are supposed to recall all previously received information and to consistently combine
the accumulated knowledge into a local view for their respective tasks. However, an unobserved update could make a local view useless and thus threatens availability. Hence,
once the instance has actually been modified, the provider has to refresh all local views,
which in our context means to reevaluate the sequence of queries previously submitted
by a client and to forward the new answers to that client. Since each single answer depends on the set of answers previously returned, a reevaluation after a succeeded update
might cause subtle inference problems. In particular, a client could try to gain hidden
information from comparing the original answers with the refreshed ones.
In the second kind of processing updates we study in this paper, the requesting agent
is a client. For this kind, the client is supposed to possess a local view on the actual
(but hidden) instance (which is stored at the site of the provider), and his update request
is seen as referring to his local view (which might contain lies returned in previous
interactions). Accordingly, the provider handles the request similarly to a classical view
update, namely by translating the requested update of the view into an actual update
of the full instance, as far as possible. Moreover, the provider has to send notifications
about the success or failure of enforcing integrity constraints to the requesting client.
As far as this client is confined by inference control, again the provider has to ensure
that the notifications are inference-proof.
Given sophisticated integrity constraints, we sometimes cannot modify a current instance stepwise by individually treating the information regarding single sentences;
rather, we have to process a whole sequence of modifications in an atomic way as a
transaction, where the constraints must be valid after considering the full sequence
but may be violated in between. A similar observation applies to notifications and refreshments: Sometimes, such messages regarding individual sentences would result in
a forbidden gain of information but the message about the full transaction will turn out
to be harmless.
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3 Formal Model and Confidentiality Requirements
We employ a logic-oriented approach to information systems [1]. We only consider
complete, propositional information systems (leaving generalizations to incomplete information systems [7,8] or first-order logic [6,9,11] for a future elaboration). We assume
a vocabulary of propositional atoms, from which we can construct propositional sentences using the connectives of negation and disjunction (and derived connectives). A
literal is either an atom or a negated atom. The schema of an information system is
given by the vocabulary and the integrity constraints, expressed as a finite set con of
sentences. An instance db is a set of literals: For each atom α of the vocabulary, either
the atom α itself or the negated atom ¬α is an element. Given the vocabulary, it suffices
to explicitly specify only the atoms. An instance db defines a truth-value assignment to
propositional atoms by making each atom α ∈ db true and all the remaining atoms false.
Such an assignment is inductively extended to arbitrary sentences Φ ; eval(Φ )(db) denotes the truth value assigned to Φ by db. We require that an instance db satisfies the

integrity constraints con, i.e., eval(con conj)(db) = true for con conj := φ ∈con φ . The
notion of logical implication between (sets of) sentences is designated by |=.
A query request que(Φ ), contains any sentence Φ of the underlying propositional
logic (leaving a generalization to open queries [6] for future work). The correct answer to the query Φ under an instance db is the pertinent truth value eval(Φ )(db);
we alternatively express the correct answer by eval∗ (Φ )(db) that denotes either Φ or
¬Φ in a straightforward way. Regarding an update request, we focus on changing the
truth-values of atoms, in order to avoid ambiguity problems [2] (leaving extensions to
more sophisticated cases [2,18,30,27,13] for further research). A request contains one
or more literals, assumed to refer to pairwise different atoms, that should be set to true,
i.e., become an element of the updated instance. An update request succeeds for a given
instance db1 , if adding the specified literal(s) and removing its (their) negation(s) transforms db1 into db2 that satisfies the constraints again; otherwise the request fails.
Definition 1 (interaction sequences). An interaction sequence Q :=  Θ1 , Θ2 , . . . , Θi ,
. . . , Θk  is composed of query requests and update requests submitted by the provider
and the clients as follows:
⎧
⎪
Ci : que(Φi )
a query, submitted by a client Ci , or
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
an elementary provider update with
⎪
⎪P : pup(χi )
⎪
⎪
a single literal, or
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨P : ptr(χi,1 , . . . , χi,l ) a provider update transaction with
i
(1)
Θi :=
a set of literals from different atoms, or
⎪
⎪
⎪
an elementary view update with
Ci : vup(χi )
⎪
⎪
⎪
a single literal, submitted by a client Ci , or
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩Ci : vtr(χi,1 , . . . , χi,li ) a view update transaction with a set of literals
from different atoms, submitted by a client Ci .
Though not reflected by the notations used in the definition, an execution of an update
request might produce messages for all clients for distributing refreshments.
To confine a client C, the provider declares a client confidentiality policy as a finite set
pot sec[C] of propositional sentences, called potential secrets, indicating that they are
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not necessarily true in a current instance (leaving alternative, but not always applicable
policies containing complementary sentences (“secrecies”) [39,4] for further elaboration). The client involved is supposed to know this declaration (leaving the weaker assumption of non-awareness [39,4], which might cause less distortions, for future work).
SEC denotes the collection of all client policies pot sec[C]. In order to prevent the client
C from ever inferring that any sentence Ψ ∈ pot sec[C] actually holds, the approach of
lying [14,3,8] has to protect not only the individual potential secrets but, in fact, the dis
junction of all potential secrets pot sec disj[C] := Ψ ∈pot sec[C] Ψ . This requirement for
lying reflects the need to avoid “hopeless situations” of the following kind: While already knowing the disjunction of some potential secrets Ψi , a client successively queries
those sentences and receives lied answers ¬Ψi , which would lead to an inconsistent log
file. (We leave protocols for the approach of refusals and for a combination of lying and
refusals [39,3,4,5,6,8] for future research.)
For each client C, the provider maintains a client log log[C] for keeping the (postulated) a priori knowledge of that client and the reactions, including answers to queries,
returned to him during previous interactions. Without loss of generality, we always
assume that the provider communicates the initial value log[C]0 of the log file to the
client C at the time of registration. Basically, log[C] is just a set of propositional sentences (whereas in future work for incomplete information systems we have to employ
modal logic [7,8]). However, for some purposes, the provider might have to recall some
further information, in particular the order in which the client has issued his queries.
For simplicity, and by abuse of notations, we refrain from explicitly denoting such additional information in the generic definition given below. Later on, however, we will
add more details as particularly needed. LOG denotes the collection of all client logs
log[C].
Definition 2 (controlled execution). Let be given a finite set con of sentences as integrity constraints, a current instance dbi−1 , and for each client C a finite set pot sec[C]
of sentences as a confidentiality policy, collected by SEC, and a finite client log log[C]i−1
with log[C]i−1 ⊇ con, collected by LOGi−1 .
Then a function cexec(con, dbi−1 , SEC, LOGi−1 , Θi ) defines a controlled execution of
an interaction Θi by the triple (REAi , LOGi , dbi ), where
– REAi are the collected reactions (possibly) returned to the provider and the clients;
– LOGi are the collected new client logs; and
– dbi is the new instance produced (satisfying con).
Furthermore, for an initial instance db0 and initial collected client logs LOG0 this function is inductively extended to any interaction sequence Q :=  Θ1 , Θ2 , . . . , Θi , . . . , Θk 
by applying it stepwise in a straightforward way:
cexec(con,
db0 , SEC, LOG0 , Q)

= (REA1 , LOG1 , db1 ), . . . , (REAi , LOGi , dbi ), . . . , (REAk , LOGk , dbk )
The formal definition of the confidentiality requirement we want to achieve by a controlled execution is expressed in terms of the indistinguishability – from the point of
view of some client C – of the actual sequence of instances from an alternative sequence whose instances do not satisfy any potential secret – as declared for that client,
together with the indistinguishability of the corresponding interaction sequences. To
keep the notation simple, we give this definition only in the form tailored for the lying
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approach. We also emphasize that we will give a definition that is parameterized with
the expressive means of the scenario considered, the clients are assumed to be aware of.
Definition 3 (confidentiality). Let Int be a subcollection of the interactions in the sense
of Def. 1, Con a class of sentences for expressing integrity constraints, Pol a class
of sentences for expressing confidentiality policies and Know a class of sentences for
expressing further a priori knowledge. 1 A controlled execution function cexec preserves
confidentiality (w.r.t. Int, Con, Pol and Know) iff
for all sets of integrity constraints con ⊆ Con, for all initial instances db0 satisfying
con, for all collections of confidentiality policies SEC expressed with sentences in Pol,
for all collections of initial client logs LOG0 such that for each client C, con ⊆ log[C]0
and log[C]0 \ con is expressed with sentences in Know and log[C]0 |= pot sec disj[C],
for all interaction sequences Q over the underlying subcollection Int, for each client C:
there exists an alternative instance dbC0 satisfying con and there exists an alternative
interaction sequence QC over Int such that from the point of view of C, as defined by
the projection υ C of a sequence of triples (REAi , LOGi , dbi ) to the C-visible parts, in
particular the reactions ans[C]i , the following two properties hold:
1. Q with db0 and QC with dbC0 produce the same sequence of reactions, i.e.,

υ C cexec(con, db0 , SEC, LOG0 , Q) = υ C cexec(con, dbC0 , SEC, LOG0 , QC )

(2)

2. dbC0 and all dbCi as well do not contain any potential secret Ψ in pot sec[C], i.e.,
eval∗ (Ψ )(dbCi ) = ¬Ψ , for all i = 0, . . .

(3)

The general scenario simplifies considerably if we consider a fixed instance dbi−1 and
allow only queries by clients. Assumed not to be colluding, the clients can then be
treated completely separately (ignoring covert channels or related unwanted effects).
Moreover, since answers do not age, no refreshments are needed. For this simplified
scenario, we can restate a mechanism of “controlled query evaluation” using lies, presented and proved to preserve confidentiality in previous work [14,3,4], as follows.
Protocol 1 (query answering) 2
client: submit a query request Ci : que(Φi ) to the provider.
provider:
1. check whether adding the correct truth eval∗ (Φi )(dbi−1 ) to the log file log[Ci ]i−1
maintained by the provider would preserve the invariant derived from the confidentiality policy pot sec[Ci ], i.e.,
log[Ci ]i−1 ∪ {eval∗ (Φi )(dbi−1 )} |= pot sec disj[Ci ];
1

(4)

To denote one sort of item, we select an appropriate identifier. To distinguish to which client
C an item refers, we qualify the identifier by a suffix of the form “[C]”. To indicate the state of
an item at a point in time i, we append a subscript “i ” to the identifier. Finally, if for a client C
a possible alternative “view” is considered, we append a superscript “C ”.
2 For saving space, we present all protocols by mixing informal explanations and formal specifications. Note that answers to the provider are not subject to confidentiality constraints. At
some places, an answer to a client is explicitly shown only in an informal way; then the formal
version is understood to be implicitly specified by the (non)modification of the log file.
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2. if (4) holds, then return the correct truth value eval∗ (Φi )(dbi−1 ) to Ci
else return the negation ¬eval∗ (Φi )(dbi−1 ), i.e. a lie, (as justified by a basic lemma
showing that in the negative case the lie does preserve the invariant);
insert the sentence returned into Ci ’s log.
We concisely summarize the provider’s part of the protocols more formally by:
ans[Ci ]i := if log[Ci ]i−1 ∪ {eval∗ (Φi )(dbi−1 )} |= pot sec disj[Ci ]
then eval∗ (Φi )(dbi−1 ) else ¬eval∗ (Φi )(dbi−1 )

(5)

log[Ci ]i := log[Ci ]i−1 ∪ {ans[Ci ]i }
Alternatively, we might see a pair (dbi−1 , log[Ci ]i−1 ) as a kind of polyinstantiated instance: Given the request Ci : que(Φi ), the provider first inspects whether the second,
potentially distorted (or “polyinstantiated”) part log[Ci ]i−1 already entails an answer;
only otherwise, the first, “real” part is employed to dynamically check the correct answer for eligibility, and if this is not the case, the query sentence is “polyinstantiated”
by inserting the negation of the correct answer into the second part.
The definition of controlled execution and the protocol of query answering indicate
that, in general, achieving inference-proofness require us to accept a high computational
overhead, in particular by keeping log files and solving implication problems. However,
under some reasonable restrictions substantial optimizations for query answering are
possible [9,11] (leaving extensions for update processing for future research).

4 Processing Provider Update Requests and View Refreshing
In this section, we originally introduce inference-proof view refreshments and study
their coordination with query answering. More specifically, whenever the provider successfully modifies the instance, a client might be left with an aged view, i.e., for a query
previously submitted by him the answer actually obtained on the basis of the instance at
the point of time of the submission differs from the answer on the basis of the modified
instance. Thus, after a successful modification of the instance, the provider should always refresh the views generated by his previous answers (or other reactions). We will
present and analyze two protocols to meet this requirement.
The first protocol deals with update transactions, and thus a client, receiving a refreshment notification and then reasoning about the (hidden) actual modification, has
to consider the possibility that the real cause has been a sequence of updates. Basically, this protocol determines refreshments by a controlled reevaluation of the pertinent
queries. The second protocol deals with elementary updates, and thus, from a notified
client’s point of view, a real cause of a notification is restricted to a single update. Under
this assumption and the further restriction that only the subclass of literals (rather than
all sentences) is permitted to be used for queries, constraints, a priori knowledge and
confidentiality policies, this protocol does not need to perform complete reevaluations;
instead, basically, it suffices to just inspect the modified literal of the update request.
The two protocols indicate a tradeoff between expressiveness and efficiency: If we
permit unrestricted declarations and interactions, we are faced with the need to perform computationally expensive reevaluations; however, under the restrictions mentioned above, inference-proof view refreshing can be performed highly efficiently.
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Protocol 2 (provider update transaction processing with refreshments)
provider: submit a provider update transaction request P : ptr(χi,1 , . . . , χi,li )
(requesting to set each of the χi, j to true), where the argument sequence consists of
literals containing pairwise different atoms; and let Δi := { χi,1 , . . . , χi,li }.
1. remove all literals χi, j from the request Δi that are already valid in dbi−1 and notify
the provider;
if the update request is now empty
then do not modify the instance and notify the provider, i.e.,
– dbi := dbi−1 , for all clients C: log[C]i := log[C]i−1 and ans[C]i := ε
– ans[P]i := “The requested update is already contained in the database”
2. else if the requested update would be incompatible with the constraints, i.e.,
eval con conj (dbi−1 \ {¬χi, j |χi, j ∈ Δi }) ∪ Δi = false

(6)

then do not modify the instance and notify the provider, i.e.,
– dbi := dbi−1 , for all clients C: log[C]i := log[C]i−1 and ans[C]i := ε
– ans[P]i := “Update of Δi inconsistent with integrity”
3. else accept the requested update, modify the instance and notify the provider, i.e.,
– dbi := (dbi−1 \ {¬χi, j |χi, j ∈ Δi }) ∪ Δi
– ans[P]i := “Update of Δi successful”
and,
for all clients C, perform the following refreshment subprotocol for j0 := 0 and the
subsequence Q[C] j0 :=  Θ j1 , . . . , Θ jk  of query requests C : que(Φ jl ) submitted
C
by C previously:
– using Protocol 1, reevaluate the subsequence using the new instance dbi and
the client log log[C] j0 and thereby producing a new current client log3 log[C]i
– determine the deviating answers refresh[C]i := log[C]i \ log[C]i−1
– if there are deviations, notify the client C, i.e.,
ans[C]i := if refresh[C]i = 0/ then refresh[C]i else ε
Example 1. We consider a vocabulary schema and, for the sake of simplicity, only one
client C with confidentiality policy pot sec[C] and initial log file log[C]0 , and an initial
instance db0 as follows: schema:={a, b, c, d, e, f , s1, s2 ,t1 ,t2 }, pot sec[C] := {s1 , s2 , (t1 ∧
t2 )}, log[C]0 := con := {a ∨ b ∨ s2}, db0 := {¬a, b, c, ¬d, e, f , ¬s1 , ¬s2 ,t1 ,t2 }. Table 1
exhibits an interaction sequence and the resulting effects.
As seen to be possible by the client C, an alternative instance is given by
dbC0 := {¬a, b, c, ¬d, e, f , ¬s1 , ¬s2 ,t1 , ¬t2 }
and an alternative interaction sequence by
QC := C : que((c ∧ d ∧ e ∧ f ) ∨ s1 ),C : que(t1 ),C : que(t2 ), P : ptr(¬t1 ,t2 , a, d),C : que(s2 ).
3

Using the parameter j0 := 0, the refreshment subprotocol does not change any sentence of
the initial log file. Seeing the integrity constraints cons as schema data, we have to keep them
invariant. Seeing an update request to refer only to the instance, we obtain the option to introduce a separate control operation to modify the a priori knowledge in log[C]0 \ cons, which we
do not treat further in this paper. However, dealing with view updates, we will enable a client
to modify the a priori knowledge.
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Table 1. An interaction sequence and the resulting effects for Protocol 2

interaction
P : ptr(¬b, ¬e)
invisible incompatibility
C : que((c ∧ d ∧ e ∧ f ) ∨ s1 )
distorted answer
C : que(t1 )
correct answer
C : que(t2 )
distorted answer
P : ptr(¬t1 , s1 )
refreshment
C : que(s2 )
correct answer
P : ptr(s2 )
hidden update

effect
db1 := {¬a, b, c, ¬d, e, f , ¬s1 , ¬s2 ,t1 ,t2 }
ans[C]1 := {}
log[C]1 := {(a ∨ b ∨ s2 )}
db2 := {¬a, b, c, ¬d, e, f , ¬s1 , ¬s2 ,t1 ,t2 }
ans[C]2 := {¬((c ∧ d ∧ e ∧ f ) ∨ s1 )}
log[C]2 := {(a ∨ b ∨ s2 ), ¬((c ∧ d ∧ e ∧ f ) ∨ s1 )}
db3 := {¬a, b, c, ¬d, e, f , ¬s1 , ¬s2 ,t1 ,t2 }
ans[C]3 := {t1 }
log[C]3 := {(a ∨ b ∨ s2 ), ¬((c ∧ d ∧ e ∧ f ) ∨ s1 ),t1 }
db4 := {¬a, b, c, ¬d, e, f , ¬s1 , ¬s2 ,t1 ,t2 }
ans[C]4 := {¬t2 }
log[C]4 := {(a ∨ b ∨ s2 ), ¬((c ∧ d ∧ e ∧ f ) ∨ s1 ),t1 , ¬t2 }
db5 := {¬a, b, c, ¬d, e, f , s1 , ¬s2 , ¬t1 ,t2 }
ans[C]5 := {((c ∧ d ∧ e ∧ f ) ∨ s1 ), ¬t1 ,t2 }
log[C]5 := {(a ∨ b ∨ s2 ), ((c ∧ d ∧ e ∧ f ) ∨ s1 ), ¬t1 ,t2 }
db6 := {¬a, b, c, ¬d, e, f , s1 , ¬s2 , ¬t1 ,t2 }
ans[C]6 := {¬s2 }
log[C]6 := {(a ∨ b ∨ s2 ), ((c ∧ d ∧ e ∧ f ) ∨ s1 ), ¬t1 ,t2 , ¬s2 }
db7 := {¬a, b, c, ¬d, e, f , s1 , s2 , ¬t1 ,t2 }
ans[C]7 := {}
log[C]7 := {(a ∨ b ∨ s2 ), ((c ∧ d ∧ e ∧ f ) ∨ s1 ), ¬t1 ,t2 , ¬s2 }

Theorem 1 (inference-proof provider update transactions with refreshments). For
Int being the subcollection of queries and provider update transactions in the sense
of Def. 1 and Con, Pol and Know being the full class of all sentences, the controlled
execution function that is based on Protocol 1 (queries) and Protocol 2 (provider update
transactions) preserves confidentiality in the sense of Def. 3.
Proof. We focus on one of the clients, say client C, and omit the qualification “[C]” for
components of policies, reactions and log files related to C. As required by Def. 3, we
start with a given general situation relevant for C, namely the integrity constraints con,
the potential secrets pot sec and the initial log file log0 with con ⊆ log[C]0 and log0 |=
pot sec disj, and the initial instance db0 and the original sequence Q =  Θ1 , Θ2 , . . . , Θi ,
. . . , Θk  of interactions, w.o.l.g. of the kind P : ptr(χi,1 , . . . , χi,li ) or C : que(Φi ),
which iteratively produce a sequence of instances dbi as defined by the protocols.
We will construct an alternative instance dbC0 and an alternative interaction sequence
QC =  Θ1C , Θ2C , . . . , ΘiC , . . . , ΘkC , which generates a sequence of alternative instances
dbCi . We will proceed inductively, for each interaction distinguishing its kind, and prove
the properties described further in Def. 3. To elaborate on the induction, we even achieve
the following stronger properties:
1. The subsequence Qque :=  Θ j1 , . . . , Θ jk  of Q formed by the query requests C :
C
que(Φ jl ) is identical with the subsequence of QC formed by the query requests.
2. For all i = 1, . . . , k, the original reaction ansi and the alternative reaction ansCi returned to C are identical, i.e., ansi = ansCi , and thus we also have that the original
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and the alternative log files are identical, i.e., logi = logCi . By definition, we also
have log0 =: logC0 .
3. For all i = 0, . . . , k, the alternative instance dbCi satisfies con, but it does not satisfy
pot sec disj and thus makes all potential secrets Ψ in pot sec false, i.e.,
eval∗ (Ψ )(dbCi ) = ¬Ψ .
4. Moreover, for all i = 0, . . . , k, the alternative instance dbCi satisfies all answers that
would be returned if the subsequence Qque of all submitted queries was evaluated
by Protocol 1 for the potential secrets pot sec, the initial log file log0 and the instance dbi . This “look-back-and-ahead” property implies that the result of this fictitious evaluation, denoted by logque,i is identical with the corresponding result for
the alternative instance dbCi , denoted by logCque,i . Thus we have logque,i = logCque,i .
The actual construction of the alternative instances is based on the enforced invariant
expressing that a client’s log file never implies pot sec disj: the alternative instances are
taken as appropriate witnesses for such non-implications. The details of the construction
and the verification of the claimed properties are omitted for the lack of space.
Protocol 3 (elementary provider update processing with refreshments)
provider: submit an elementary provider update request P : pup(χi ) to set χi to true
Essentially, same as Protocol 2, with some straightforward simplifiations and the following optimized refreshment subprotocol, performed for all clients C:
if either the client C is prohibited to learn the update performed
or the client is eligible but so far has “no belief” on ¬χi , i.e.,
χi |= pot sec disj[C] or χi |= pot sec disj[C] and log[C]i−1 |= ¬χi
then the update remains invisible to that client, i.e.,
– ans[C]i := ε , and log[C]i := log[C]i−1
else notify that client and log the notification, i.e.,
– ans[C]i := χi
– log[C]i := (logi−1 \ {¬χi }) ∪ {χi}
Example 2. We consider a vocabulary schema and, for simplicity, only one client C
with confidentiality policy pot sec and initial log file log0 , and an initial instance db0
as follows: schema := {a, b, c, d, s1 , s2 }, pot sec[C] := {s1 , s2 }, log[C]0 := con := {a},
db0 := {a, b, ¬c, d, ¬s1 , s2 }. Table 2 exhibits an interaction sequence and the resulting
effects, for which dbC0 := {a, b, ¬c, d, ¬s1 , ¬s2 } is an alternative instance and QC := C :
que(c),C : que(s1 ),C : que(d), P : pup(c) is an alternative interaction sequence.
Theorem 2 (inference-proof elementary provider updates with optimized refreshments). For Int being the subcollection of queries with a literal and elementary provider
updates in the sense of Def. 1 and Con, Pol and Know being the class of literals, the
controlled execution function that is based on Protocol 1 (queries) and Protocol 3 (elementary provider updates) preserves confidentiality in the sense of Def. 3.
Proof. The omitted proof follows the inductive structure employed for Theorem 1. Alternatively, we could profit from that proof as follows. By definition, Protocol 3 is a
specialization of Protocol 2 regarding Cases 1 and 2. Regarding Case 3, it is a specialization as well, since switching the truth value of a literal χi cannot affect the truth
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Table 2. An interaction sequence and the resulting effects for Protocol 3

interaction
P : pup(b)
already contained update
P : pup(¬a)
invisible incompatibility
C : que(c)
correct answer
C : que(s1 )
correct answer
P : pup(s1 )
hidden update
C : que(d)
correct answer
P : pup(c)
refreshment
P : pup(¬b)
hidden update

effect
db1 := {a, b, ¬c, d, ¬s1 , s2 }
ans[C]1 := {}, log[C]1 := {a}
db2 := {a, b, ¬c, d, ¬s1 , s2 }
ans[C]2 := {}, log[C]2 := {a}
db3 := {a, b, ¬c, d, ¬s1 , s2 }
ans[C]3 := {¬c}, log[C]3 := {a, ¬c}
db4 := {a, b, ¬c, d, ¬s1 , s2 }
ans[C]4 := {¬s1 }, log[C]4 := {a, ¬c, ¬s1 }
db5 := {a, b, ¬c, d, s1 , s2 }
ans[C]5 := {}, log[C]5 := {a, ¬c, ¬s1 }
db6 := {a, b, ¬c, d, s1 , s2 }
ans[C]6 := {d}, log[C]6 := {a, ¬c, d, ¬s1 }
db7 := {a, b, c, d, s1 , s2 }
ans[C]7 := {c}, log[C]7 := {a, c, d, ¬s1 }
db8 := {a, ¬b, c, d, s1 , s2 }
ans[C]8 := {}, log[C]8 := {a, c, d, ¬s1 }

values of other literals. Theorem 1 then states that Protocol 3 preserves confidentiality
if the client sees alternative transactions as “possible”. Thus, it suffices to verify that an
original one-step transaction always permits an alternative one-step transaction.

5 Processing View Update Requests
We will now treat view updates in the context of our scenario, which includes queries,
provider updates and transactions. Our main protocol is based on the following ideas.
First, we reconsider the protocol for a special case studied in [12]. For a restricted
scenario of only one client and without provider updates, this protocol processes an
elementary view update Ci : vup(χi ). The protocol consists of four, subsequently considered steps, which represent four disjunct cases for the response to the client Ci . These
cases capture the intuition that the client’s request to set the truth value of the literal χi
to true implicitly contains several queries that are answered by the provider’s reactions.
These implicit queries include whether χi is already true and whether the constraints
would be valid after switching χi to true. Obviously, we have to identify all implicit
queries and then control them as if they were explicitly submitted. The protocol for the
general case, presented in this work, keeps the overall structure of the specialized one,
but substantially extends it regarding refreshments for other clients and transactions.
We need the following tools: For a set Δ of sentences, neg(Δ ) negates each sentence
in Δ ; for a sentence φ and a literal χ , neg(φ , χ ) replaces every occurrence of the atom
specified by the literal χ in the formula φ by the negated atom; the latter function
handles a set of sentences and a set of literals, respectively, element-wise. For example,
neg ¬(a ∧ b) ∨ ¬a, ¬a = ¬(¬a ∧ b) ∨ a; and we obtain a basic property:
eval(φ )(db) = eval neg(φ , χ ) dbχ , db χ :=

db \ { χ } ∪ {¬χ } for χ ∈ db
db \ {¬χ } ∪ {χ } otherwise
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Thus, we obtain the same results evaluating a sentence on an instance and evaluating
the χ -negated formula on the instance created by negating the atom specified by χ .
Second, as in [12], we have to suitably resolve conflicts between integrity and confidentiality, well-known from polyinstantiation for mandatory access control. More
specifically, on the one hand, a requested update could violate integrity but, on the other
hand, a notification of this fact to the requesting client Ci would endanger confidentiality. Under polyinstantiation, the conflict is handled by keeping both the original value,
classified to be employed for sufficiently cleared users, and an updated value, classified
to be employed in particular for the requestor. In our discretionary approach, we will
elaborate a similar solution: Roughly, the provider claims to perform the update but actually leaves the instance unmodified and only reflects the update in the log file of Ci .
Thus, described alternatively in terms of seeing the pair (dbi−1 , log[C]i−1 ) as a kind of
polyinstantiated instance, the update sentences are going to be “polyinstantiated”.
Third, as a new feature, we have to add refreshments for the other clients C = Ci
and, for our broader context, to take care about all reactions received by such a client.
Basically, there are three cases: answers to explicit queries, answers to implicit queries
as discussed above, and refreshments of both kinds of answers. However, these cases are
uniformly represented by the current log file log[C]i maintained by the provider. Thus,
essentially, the provider has to refresh this log file, in general respecting the insertion
sequence. Note that in general a client receiving a refreshment notification will not be
able to distinguish whether the underlying update originates from another client or the
provider (if the underlying update would be permitted for all participants involved).
Fourth, as an additional challenge, transactions raise the problem that some of the
included requests might be harmful whereas others are not. We solve this problem by
iteratively splitting the set Δi of all literals involved into two parts ComΔi and IncΔi ,
where ComΔi contains the literals identified to be compatible to the client’s view and
IncΔi the incompatible ones.
Protocol 4 (view update transaction processing)
client: submit a view update transaction request Ci : vtr(χi,1 , . . . , χi,li ) to the provider
to set each of the χi, j , containing pairwise different atoms, to true.
provider:
1. initialize the literal sets ComΔi and IncΔi , i.e., ComΔi := 0,
/ IncΔi := 0,
/
and then iteratively inspect each literal for compatibility as follows:
for j = 1, . . . , li ,
if the request to update χi, j is compatible with the client’s view (corresponding
to the concept of “acceptability” in [2]; meaning that the request either needs not
to be performed or should not be performed for the sake of confidentiality), i.e.,
[ eval∗ (χi, j )(dbi−1 ) = χi, j and
log[Ci ]i−1 ∪ neg(IncΔi) ∪ComΔi ∪ {χi, j } |= pot sec disj[Ci ] ] or
[ eval∗ (χi, j )(dbi−1 ) = ¬χi, j and
log[Ci ]i−1 ∪ neg(IncΔi) ∪ComΔi ∪ {¬χi, j } |= pot sec disj[Ci ] ]
then ComΔi := ComΔi ∪ {χi, j }

else IncΔi := IncΔi ∪ {χi, j };

(7)

(8)
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if IncΔi = 0/ (i.e., all requests are seen as compatible)
then do not modify the instance, log the request like a query response, and notify
the client Ci , i.e.,
– dbi := dbi−1
– log[Ci ]i := log[Ci ]i−1 ∪ComΔi
– ans[Ci ]i := “The requested update is already contained in the instance”
2. else if allowing the incompatible part would infer a secret or violate the constraints and this fact is known to the client Ci a priori, i.e.,
neg(log[Ci]i−1 , IncΔi ) ∪ IncΔi ∪ComΔi ∪ con |= pot sec disj[Ci ]

(9)

then do not modify the instance, log the compatible and the negated incompatible
parts like query responses, and notify the client Ci , i.e.,
– dbi := dbi−1
– log[Ci ]i := log[Ci ]i−1 ∪ neg(IncΔi) ∪ComΔi
– ans[Ci ]i := “The part ComΔi of the requested update is already contained in the
instance, and updating the part IncΔi is inconsistent with secrets or integrity”
3. else if allowing the requested update would violate the constraints and this is
unknown to the client a priori but not harmful, i.e,
eval con conj (dbi−1 \ neg(IncΔi ∪ComΔi )) ∪ IncΔi ∪ComΔi = false and
(10)

log[Ci ]i−1 ∪ neg(IncΔi) ∪ComΔi ∪ neg(¬con conj, IncΔi ) |= pot sec disj[Ci ]
(11)
then do not modify the instance, log the negated incompatible part of the request,
the compatible part of the request and a sentence expressing the incompatibility
like query responses, and notify the client Ci , i.e,
– dbi := dbi−1

– log[Ci ]i := log[Ci ]i−1 ∪ neg(IncΔi) ∪ComΔi ∪ neg(¬con conj, IncΔi )
– ans[Ci ]i := “The part ComΔi of the requested update is already contained in the
instance, and updating the part IncΔi is incompatible with integrity”
4. else
accept the requested update and notify the client Ci and, if the instance is actually
changed, refresh the views of all other clients, i.e.,
– if eval con conj (dbi−1 \ neg(IncΔi ∪ComΔi )) ∪ IncΔi ∪ComΔi = false
then dbi := dbi−1
(thus the update is not performed in the actual instance and some kind of
“polyinstantiation” will occur when the update is performed in the log file)
else dbi := (dbi−1 \ neg(IncΔi ∪ComΔi )) ∪ IncΔi ∪ComΔi
– log[Ci ]i := neg(log[Ci]i−1 , IncΔi ) ∪ IncΔi ∪ComΔi ∪ con
(thus the update comprises an implicit refreshment4 of the user log log[Ci ]
which can be computed by the client Ci himself or be communicated to him)
4

Notably, this refreshment includes the part neg(log[C]0 \ con, IncΔ i ) which represents the updated apriori knowledge.
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– ans[Ci ]i := “The part ComΔi of the requested update is already contained in the
instance, and the update of the part IncΔi is successful”
– if dbi = dbi−1
then, for all C = Ci , process the refreshment subprotocol of Protocol 2 for the
user log log[C] j0 and the sequence of query requests Q[C] j0 constructed from
the actual sequence of previous interactions Q :=  Θ1 , . . . , Θi−1  as follows:
• let j0 be the largest j < i such that Θ j is a successful (i.e., Case 4 of Protocol 4 applies) view update transaction issued by the client C, if such a j
exists; otherwise let j0 be 0;
• to form Q[C] j0 , first skip all interactions Θ j up to j0 ;
• then, starting from j0 , if a subsequent interaction Θ j of Q returned a
nonempty answer ans[C] j to the client C, then add the query request C :
que(ans[C] j ) to Q[C] j0 ; otherwise skip that interaction.
Example 3. We consider a vocabulary schema and, again for the sake of simplicity, only
one client C with confidentiality policy pot sec and initial log file log0 , and an initial
instance db0 and a view update transaction request as follows: schema := {a, b, c, s1 , s2 },
pot sec := {s1 , s2 }, log0 := con := {¬a∨s1 , ¬c∨b, ¬s2 ∨¬c}, db0 := {a, ¬b, ¬c, s1 , s2 },
Θ := C : vtr(¬a, c, b).
Since the literal ¬a satisfies (8), ¬a becomes an element of ComΔ . Subsequently, neither the literal c nor the literal b satisfies (7) or (8) and thus they become members of
IncΔ . Thus, at the end of Case 1 we have obtained ComΔ = {¬a} and IncΔ = {c, b}.
In Case 2, the condition (9) is not satisfied, since
{¬a ∨ s1 , c ∨ ¬b, ¬s2 ∨ c} ∪ {c, b, ¬a} ∪ {¬a ∨ s1, ¬c ∨ b, ¬s2 ∨ ¬c} |= s1 ∨ s2 .
In Case 3, since (10) holds, i.e.,

eval [¬a ∨ s1 ] ∧ [¬c ∨ b] ∧ [¬s2 ∨ ¬c ) {¬a, b, c, s1 , s2 } = false ,
an incompatibility with the integrity constraints is detected, but this fact must be hidden,
since (11) does not hold, i.e.,
{¬a ∨ s1 , ¬c ∨ b, ¬s2 ∨ ¬c} ∪ {¬c, ¬b, ¬a} ∪ {¬([¬a ∨ s1 ] ∧ [c ∨ ¬b] ∧ [¬s2 ∨ c]} |= s1 ∨ s2 .

Finally, in Case 4 we obtain
db1 := db0 , since (10) holds, and
log1 := {¬a ∨ s1 , c ∨ ¬b, ¬s2 ∨ c} ∪ {c, b, ¬a} ∪ {¬a ∨ s1, ¬c ∨ b, ¬s2 ∨ ¬c},
which is the antecedent of condition (9) already checked to be harmless in Case 2. There
are no refreshments, since the instance has not actually been changed.
Theorem 3 (inference-proof view update transactions). For Int being the subcollection of queries, provider update transactions and view update transactions in the sense
of Def. 1 and Con, Pol and Know being the full class of all sentences, the controlled
execution function that is based on Protocol 1 (query answering), Protocol 2 (provider
update transaction processing), modified such that in Case 3 the refreshment subprotocol is performed with the parameters j0 and Q[C] j0 as described in Case 4 of Protocol 4, and Protocol 4 (view update transaction processing) preserves confidentiality in
the sense of Def. 3.
Proof. The omitted proof extends the arguments sketched for Theorem 1.
To finish this section, we sketch a protocol that combines elementary view updates with
elementary provider updates under the restriction to only deal with literals. Omitting
the proof, we claim that we can then perform refreshments in the optimized form.
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Protocol 5 (elementary update processing with optimized refreshments)
We take the specialized protocol presented in [12] and add refreshments performed
with the optimized refreshment subprotocol declared in Case 3 of Protocol 3, suitably
modified to consider the parameters j0 and Q[C] j0 .
Theorem 4 (inference-proof elementary updates with optimized refreshments). For
Int being the subcollection of queries with a literal and elementary provider updates and
elementary view updates in the sense of Def. 1 and Con, Pol and Know being the class
of literals, the controlled execution function that is based on Protocol 1 (query answering), Protocol 3 (elementary provider update processing), suitably modified to consider
the parameters j0 and Q[C] j0 in the optimized refreshment subprotocol, and Protocol 5
(elementary update processing) preserves confidentiality in the sense of Def. 3.

6 Related Work and Conclusion
We provided a thorough proof of concept for dynamic, instance-dependent inference
control of both querying and updating including enforcing integrity constraints within
a provider-client architecture of an information system. Basically, the results suggest
the following: Once a provider can control a client’s ability to gain forbidden information based on answers to arbitrary query sequences, then the provider can extend the
inference-proofness achieved to interaction sequences containing updates as well. We
formally demonstrated this feature for a specifically instantiated model, focusing on
propositional logic, closed queries and lying as a distortion mechanism. We conjecture
that similar results can be obtained for first-order logic, open queries and refusals, as
studied in previous work on querying. Practically, we somehow have to restrict the expressiveness of some suitable parts of the model, see [9,11], in order to escape from the
infeasible algorithmic complexity or even undecidability of solving arbitrary implication problems in the underlying logic. Moreover, to stay within the realm of practicality, we deliberately refrained from considering probabilities and quantifying information gains in terms of information theory. Accordingly, our contribution is in line with
many other studies on “possibilistic secrecy”, see e.g., [19,24,36,32,42,26,40]. Often
such work was extended to “probabilistic secrecy”, see, e.g., [25,29,35,38,33,34,21,26].
However, similar to Shannon’s perfect encryption, “perfect probabilistic secrecy” seems
to be achievable only at a price one cannot afford in general, and practical special cases
tend to have a characterization in purely possibilistic terms.
We see the main differences with other approaches to “possibilistic secrecy” as follows. First, while many approaches look for “overall” confidentiality, we achieve confidentiality discretionarily selected at the finest granularity, by declaring the concrete
sentences that need protection. Second, while many approaches study abstract concepts
of confidentiality for some system, we design concrete protocols to guarantee discretionary, fine-granulated confidentiality as a control mechanism, to be integrated into
an information system and to be inference-proof regarding an “attacker” who is fully
aware of the design. Third, while many approaches prefer a static analysis of all potential behaviors of a global system, e.g., [24,36,32,26], or of all potential instances
of an information system for a query, e.g., [42,33], in contrast, for favoring availability, we explore a dynamic approach to control the interactions that actually take place,
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at the price of having to maintain log files in general and to anticipate future interactions at runtime. Fourth, while many approaches employ an abstract notion of a system
in terms of abstract traces or states, in contrast (but similar to, e.g., [42,33,26,40]), we
deal with the particularities of logic-oriented information systems. Finally, our approach
has some obvious relationships to the work on mandatory control of information systems with polyinstantiation, see, e.g., [20,31,28,37,16,17,41]. Our approach shares with
polyinstantiation the basic underlying idea, but elaborates it in a substantially different
way: We declare the specific confidentiality requirements in a discretionary form of
finest granularity; in the first place, we materialize the versions only by the provider’s
reactions to a client; complementary, however, we have to require that the provider
maintains a log file for each client; we deal with the problem of inference-proof refreshments of aged views (also treated in [22]); we prove our protocols as secure with
regard to an explicitly stated and elaborated notion of confidentiality preservation.
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